
Stress
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d	 	 Disillusioned

d	 	 Exhausted

d	 	 Injured

Extra Dice

Plot Points

Mek the Jacker
Jacker Warleader, former Joanite

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d Determined
 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in a Determined roll

d Stoic
 » earn 1pp when you exacerbate your Disillusioned stress 

d Honorable
 » earn 1pp when you choose to set aside an advantage 
in favor of acting honorably

Eminences
d10 Fury

d8 Bravery

d6 Devotion

d4 Vengeance

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d Troy Fenys is an instrument of rage: powerful and dangerous.

d Hal Ninva will get us all killed with his distractions.

d Veruka the Wraith is a guttering light of wisdom.

d I owe my life to Kymber Reva’s shelter.

d I enjoy the company of Deus.

d Altara Ven is a child playing a game too dangerous for her years.

Skills
d6 Athlete

 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in an Athlete roll

d4 Dreamer
 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis

d8 Leader
 » offer another character 1pp to choose to follow your orders

d6 Outdoorsman
 » spend 1pp to reveal a detail about the wilderness

d10 Warrior
 » spend 1pp to Decrease your opponent’s stress pool
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Troy Fenys
Herite Assassin, former Magdalite

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d Fearsome
 » earn 1pp when you choose to intimidate or make demands

d  Deadly
 » add a d6 to Trouble to increase the stress you inflict

d  Silent
 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in a Silent roll

Eminences
d10 Sensuality

d8 Recognition

d6 Conflict

d4 Freedom

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d Mek’s Z’bri hunting distracts him from our true enemies: the Tribes.

d Hal Ninva has been a useful patron to me.

d I tire of Veruka the Wraith’s prophecies.

d Kymber Reva’s soft heart leads her to give shelter to our enemies.

d I will have Deus’ love for my own.

d I betrayed Altara Ven — she saved my life, and later, I took her eye.

Skills
d8 Acrobat

 » spend 1pp to reroll a die in an Acrobat roll

d6 Disguise
 » add a d6 to Trouble to gain a d8 tool

d4 Dreamer
 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis

d10 Sneak
 » add a d6 to Trouble to reroll any die in a Sneak roll

d6 Warrior
 » spend 1pp to Decrease your opponent’s stress pool
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Hal Ninva
Lightbringer Organizer, former Terasheban

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d  Charismatic
 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in a Charismatic roll

d  Deceptive
 » earn 1pp and add a d6 to Trouble when you deceive someone

d  Iron Will
 » earn 1pp and add a d6 to Trouble when you put your foot down

Eminences
d10 Conviction

d8 Truth

d6 Unity

d4 Wisdom

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d I need to secure Mek’s support for my goals.

d I wield Troy Fenys like a scalpel.

d I am confounded by the portents of Veruka the Wraith.

d I must spur Kymber Reva into action.

d I need Deus’ voice to unite the Eighth Tribe.

d Altara Ven is a pernicious and opinionated obstacle.

Skills
d4 Dreamer

 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis

d10 Politician
 » spend 1pp to reveal that someone owes you for past favors

d8 Investigator
 » earn 1pp when you choose to spend a scene investigating instead of taking immediate action

d6 Leader
 » offer another character 1pp to choose to follow your orders

d6 Warrior
 » spend 1pp to Decrease your opponent’s stress pool
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Veruka the Wraith
Doomsayer Prophet, former Yagan

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d  Wise
 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in a Wise roll

d  Frail
 » earn 1pp to Increase an opponent’s stress pool

d  Haunting
 » add a d6 to Trouble to Increase your addled stress pool

Eminences
d10 Mystery

d8 Fate

d6 Shadow

d4 Death

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d Mek is a noble, weary defender of Hom.

d Troy Fenys’ anger will be her undoing.

d I have seen Hal Ninva leading the Eighth Tribe… but I don’t know to what fate.

d Kymber Reva is a good woman doing good work.

d Deus is like a son to me.

d Altara Ven is like my son’s new lover who’s going to get him killed.

Skills
d6 Diplomat

 » spend 1pp to gain a d8 relationship with another character

d10 Dreamer
 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis
 » Dream Travel: add a d10 to Trouble to enter the spirit world, a dream, or possess an animal
 » Shadowstepping: add a d10 to Trouble to step into one shadow and step out of another

d8 Scholar
 » add a d6 to Trouble to reveal a terrible secret about the world

d6 Traveler
 » spend 1pp to reveal a detail about your prior travels

d4 Warrior
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Kymber Reva
Lightbringer Hotelier, former Evan

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d  Maternal
 » add a d6 to Trouble to reveal that you have 

d  Gentle
 » earn 1pp when you choose to give succor to another character

d  Intelligent
 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in an Intelligent roll

Eminences
d10 Unity

d8 Empathy

d6 Life

d4 Conviction

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d I give Mek and his Jackers as much support as I can, as they keep us all safe.

d I’ll be waiting when Troy Fenys is ready to settle down.

d Hal Ninva is a self-aggrandizing rabble-rouser.

d I have nothing but reverence and respect for Veruka the Wraith.

d Deus is the voice of Hom, and more Fallen need to listen.

d Altara Ven is a child who needs a mother’s guidance.

Skills
d6 Farmer

 » spend 1pp to reveal a detail about cultivated lands

d8 Healer
 » spend 1pp to recover another character’s Injured stress

d10 Merchant
 » spend 1pp to reveal that you have a business contact who can help you with material needs

d4 Leader

d6 Synthesis
 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis

 » Smother: add a d10 to Trouble to increase a touched character’s Injured stress; repeatable
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Deus
Lightbringer Poet, former Magdalite

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d  Poet
 » spend 1pp to recover another character’s disillusioned stress

d  Talkative
 » earn 1pp when you choose to run on at the mouth

d  Beautiful
 » spend 1pp to reroll any die in a Beautiful roll

Eminences
d10 Sensuality

d8 Conviction

d6 Unity

d4 Conflict

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d Mek has so many scars he has trouble feeling.

d Troy Fenys is her own moth to her own flame.

d Hal Ninva is a good man with more ambition than sense.

d Veruka the Wraith will guide us into the future.

d I admire Kymber Reva’s dedication to concrete goals.

d My love Altara Ven is my inspiration.

Skills
d6 Artist

 » spend 1pp to gain another character a d8 inspiration for one scene

d10 Courtesan
 » add a d6 to Trouble to gain a d8 relationship with another character

d8 Dreamer
 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis
 » Passion: add a d10 to Trouble to increase a character’s addled stress; repeatable

d6 Scholar
 » add a d6 to Trouble to reveal a terrible secret about the world

d4 Warrior
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Altara Ven
Lightbringer Organizer, Former Agnite

Characteristics
assign a d10, d8, and d6 to the following:

d  Vibrant
 » spend 1pp to recover another character’s exhausted stress

d  Captivating
 » earn 1pp and add a d6 to Trouble to draw all attention to yourself

d  Scarred
 » earn 1pp when you give your opponent a d6 to resist your influence

Eminences
d10 Unity

d8 Inspiration

d6 Conviction

d4 Capriciousness

Relationships
assign a d10, two d8s, two d6s, and a d4 to the following:

d Mek intimidates me.

d I’ve pulled Troy Fenys out of more than one scrape, poor girl.

d Hal Ninva has the right idea and the wrong tools.

d Veruka the Wraith is full of needlessly pessimistic doom and gloom.

d Kymber Reva treats me like a child.

d My love Deus needs my direction.

Skills
d6 Crafter

 » spend 1pp to gain a d8 tool for one scene

d8 Dreamer
 » spend 1pp to perform Synthesis
 » Wonder: add a d10 to Trouble to give inanimate objects temporary life

d4 Scholar

d10 Streetwise
 » add a d6 to Trouble when you reveal you “know a guy” with information

d6 Warrior
 » spend 1pp to decrease your opponent’s stress


